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                                                 AP BIOLOGY CHAPTERS 1 WORKSHEET

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  18 pts.

Place the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question in the blank.

____ 1. Which of the following properties or processes is not associated with all living things?

a. evolutionary adaptations

b. energy processing

c. movement

d. growth and reproduction

e. responding to the environment

____ 2. Which of the following is not a theme that unifies biology?

a. interaction with the environment

b. emergent properties

c. evolution

d. reductionism

e. structure and function

____ 3. Which of the following sequences represents the hierarchy of biological organization from the least 

to the most complex level?

a. organelle, tissue, biosphere, ecosystem, population, organism

b. cell, community, population, organ system, molecule, organelle

c. organism, community, biosphere, molecule, tissue, organ

d. ecosystem, cell, population, tissue, organism, organ system

e. molecule, cell, organ system, population, ecosystem, biosphere

____ 4. In terms of the hierarchical organization of life, a bacterium is at the _____ level of organization, 

whereas a human is at the _____ level of organization.

a. single-celled organism; multicellular organism

b. single organelle; organism

c. organelle; organ system

d. single tissue; multicellular organism

e. tissue; organism

____ 5. The dynamics of any ecosystem include the following major processes:

a. the flow of energy from sunlight to producers

b. the flow of energy from sunlight to producers and then to consumers

c. the recycling of chemical nutrients

d. the flow of energy to producers and the recycling of nutrients

e. the flow of energy from sunlight to producers and then to consumers, and the 

recycling of chemical nutrients.



____ 6. Which of the following statements concerning prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is not correct?

a. Prokaryotic cells lack a membrane-bound nucleus.

b. Prokaryotic cells contain small membrane-enclosed organelles.

c. Eukaryotic cells contain a membrane-bound nucleus.

d. DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is present in both prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic 

cells.

e. DNA or deoxyribonucleic acid is present in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells.

____ 7. Two species that belong to the same phylum must also belong to the same

a. order.

b. genus.

c. class.

d. kingdom.

e. all of the above

____ 8. Which of the following is reflective of the phrase "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts"?

a. high-throughput technology

b. emergent properties

c. natural selection

d. reductionism

e. feedback regulations

____ 9. Once labor begins in childbirth, contractions increase in intensity and frequency until delivery. The 

increasing labor contractions of childbirth are an example of

a. a bioinformatic system.

b. positive feedback.

c. negative feedback.

d. feedback inhibition.

e. enzymatic catalysis.

____ 10. Prokaryotes are classified as belonging to two different domains. What are the domains?

a. Bacteria and Eukarya

b. Archaea and Monera

c. Eukarya and Monera

d. Bacteria and Protista

e. Bacteria and Archaea

____ 11. Species that are in the same _____ are more closely related than species that are only in the same 

_____.

a. phylum; class

b. family; order

c. class; order

d. family; genus

e. kingdom; phylum



____ 12. The method of scientific inquiry that describes natural structures and processes as accurately as 

possible through careful observation and the analysis of data is known as

a. hypothesis-based science.

b. discovery science.

c. experimental science.

d. quantitative science.

e. qualitative science.

____ 13. Collecting data based on observation is an example of _____; analyzing this data to reach a 

conclusion is an example of _____ reasoning.

a. hypothesis-based science; inductive

b. the process of science; deductive

c. discovery science; inductive

d. descriptive science; deductive

e. hypothesis-based science; deductive

____ 14. A controlled experiment is one in which

a. the experiment is repeated many times to ensure that the results are accurate.

b. the experiment proceeds at a slow pace to guarantee that the scientist can carefully 

observe all reactions and process all experimental data.

c. there are at least two groups, one of which does not receive the experimental 

treatment.

d. there are at least two groups, one differing from the other by two or more 

variables.

e. there is one group for which the scientist controls all variables.

____ 15. A common form of regulation in which accumulation of an end product of a process slows that 

process is called

a. negative feedback.

b. feedback inhibition.

c. positive feedback.

d. emergent properties.

e. both a and b.

____ 16. The core idea that makes sense of the unity and all the diversity of life is

a. the scientific method.

b. inductive reasoning.

c. deductive reasoning.

d. evolution.

e. systems biology.



____ 17. Which of the following is a false statement regarding DNA?

a. Each chromosome has one very long DNA molecule with hundreds of thousands 

of genes.

b. Every cell is enclosed by a membrane.

c. Every cell uses DNA as its genetic information.

d. All forms of life are composed of cells that have a membrane-enclosed nucleus.

e. DNA is the unit of inheritance that is transmitted from parent to offspring.

____ 18. All the organisms on your campus make up

a. an ecosystem.

b. a community.

c. a population.

d. an experimental group.

e. a taxonomic domain.

SHORT ANSWER. 10 pts.

 19. What is the difference between a hypothesis and a scientific theory?

 20. Explain what is meant by the term emergent properties?

 21. Explain why it is important to understand the correlation between structure and function in biology. Use an 

example in your explanation.



 22. Five hypotheses are listed below. Some are suitable for scientific testing and some are not. Identify 

which hypotheses are not testable by the scientific method. Explain your choice(s).

1. Increasing numbers of deformities such as the extra limbs that have been noted in 

many frog populations in North America are caused by infection by trematodes 

(parasitic flatworms).

2. People with strong religious beliefs live more meaningful lives.

3. People are more likely to survive cancer if they have a positive attitude.

4. Humans and chimpanzees diverged from a common ancestor that lived 5–7 million 

years ago.

5. Corn seedlings grow more quickly when people talk to them.


